CSB Postdoc Checklist

- Schedule a welcome meeting with Vanessa Jensen.
- Create a Sunet ID.
- Attend the mandatory Postdoctoral Scholar Benefits Session.
- Complete I-9 for Payroll.
- Visit Parking and Transportation for Parking Permit or Bike Registration.
- Confirm your arrival with the Bechtel International Center.
- Complete mandatory Harassment Prevention Training in Axess.
- Obtain a Stanford ID Card.
- Visit Stanford Medicine Tech Bar.
- Complete Building Training in Axess and contact Robert Pearce.
- Schedule a Photo Shoot with Vanessa Jensen.
- Email Neal Pascua to be added to all mailing lists.

Contacts:
- Robert Pearce, rpearce@stanford.edu
- Neal Pascua, npascua@stanford.edu
- Vanessa Jensen, vjensen@stanford.edu